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1. Joyixir
Joyixir (Ordibehesht Studio) is an indie game developer determined to produce 
games with high quality, attraction, and profit. The studio is founded in 2014 by 
several students at Qazvin Azad University who had been working together for 
years in a research lab, practiced real teamwork and team development, and 
had the experience of failing several startups.

“We are here to use creativity and integrity to bloom the culture and enthusiasm 
for humanity, openness, and thoughtfulness.”

1.1. Values
• Creativity
• Integrity
• Humanity
• Openness

1.2. Vision and Mission
The team is brought together by shared values and dreams. Passion drives team 
members to work coherently and inexhaustibly to empower openness and 
thoughtfulness in each other and everybody who would like to join them. An 
influential culture and deep respect for humankind are their most valuable assets 
and their most significant motive. To this end, saving a moment of a person’s life 
from modern emerging stress and destructive dysfunctions of occupancies it 
follows would be invaluable and life-deserving for the whole team. Therefore, 
creating deep thoughts and helping people build freedom for their imaginations is 
of indescribable importance and value for them.

“We dream of video games that inspire millions of people to think and care for 
humanity. As a step toward that dream, we work hard to develop teams and 
video games full of creativity, integrity, and inspiration.” 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1.3. Team  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Masud  
Senior Developer

Behnam 
Senior Developer

Mohammad Reza
CEO

Parastoo  
UX/UI Designer

Erfan  
Technical Artist

Mostafa  
Developer

Danial  
Art Director

Mohammad Ali
Senior Developer

Hagar 
Data Analyst

Zeinab 
Artist

Amir 
Developer

Erfan  
Marketing Manager
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1.4. Honors and Awards

• Best Multi-player game – IMGA-MENA 2018 

• Best Mobile Game Nominee – IMGA 2018 

• Best Indie Game Nominee – Indie Prize 2019 London 

• Best Indie Game Nominee – Indie Prize 2019 Shenzhen 

• Best Mobile Game Nominee – Iran Web and Mobile Fair 2020 

• Best Informative Mobile Game – chosen by Audience – 12th Iran 
Web and Mobile Fair 2020 

• Selected Innovator – Qazvin Province Research and Technology 
Festival 2018 

• Selected Technologist – Qazvin Province Research and 
Technology Festival 2019 

1.5. Experience
The studio has been through 12 projects, five of which are released (Zoobi, 
Sonjo, Sonjo Escape, and World of Words). Four other projects are terminated 
concerning the resources the studio had and the performance of the games 
(Starla, Kolor, X-Fun, and Second Chance). Three games are under 
development (4Wheelers, Captain Starla, and FerFeri). The studio has also 
cooperated with another developer on another project, Words Tour, which 
achieved outstanding performance indices in several markets.

The team is skilled in developing 2D and 3D mobile games in Unity, developing 
web services, and composing short animations.
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1.6. World of Words
World of Words is an incredibly addicting multilingual word game. In each level of 
it, you connect letters to make words. The game chapters follow a narrative. A 
grandmother tells a story to her grandson about the adventures and voyages she 
had with her husband.

1.6.1. Key Performance Indices

The game has gained outstanding success in the local market of Iran. Here are 
some key performance indices:

KPIs GameAnalytics Firebase App Store

Day 1 Retention 54% 66% 68%

Day 7 Retention 39% 46% 50%

Day 28 Retention 25% 29% 30%

Average Session Length 264 - -

Daily Active Users (DAU) 7597 8500 2500

Daily Sessions Per DAU 8 - 8

New Users (Count) 6613 6645 6351

New Users (Daily Mean) 213 214 204

In-App Purchase Conversion Rate - 3% -
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1.6.2. Growth Curve

Here is how World of Words has grown in the Iranian market:
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1.7. Words Tour
Words Tour was cooperation between Joyixir and another developer (Caspian). 
Caspian was responsible for the development of the core gameplay, and Joyixir 
was responsible for the Level-design, game balance, marketing, product 
development, support, and user behavior analysis. As a blue-ocean strategy, 
Joyixir developed multiple languages in a single build, and it helped to reach a 
highly competitive user acquisition cost* in the Turkish market.

Joyixir opted out of this project in February 2020.

1.7.1. Key Performance Indices

*User Acquisition Cost using Google Ads in Turkey: 1 Turkish Lira  

KPIs GameAnalytics Firebase App Store

Retention Day 1 57% 65% 68%

Retention Day 7 36% 42% 46%

Average Session Length 444.58 - -

Daily Active Users (DAU) 6067 7500 29327

Daily Sessions Per DAU 10 21 21

New Users (Count) 18102 18000 19043

New Users (Daily Mean) 584 600 634
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1.8. 4Wheelers
4Wheelers is an online mobile game with original core gameplay and art style. 
Players compete with different cars in online realtime races. The game is free to 
play with in-app purchases.

This game is currently under test in the markets of India and Canada. The team 
is following a design, develop, feedback loop to fine-tune the core gameplay.  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1.9. Capitan Starla
Lately, in the mobile game industry, combinational games have proved to 
outperform conventional games. The idea is to use hyper-casual simplicity in 
mechanics to take advantage of its very high short-term retention and to use a 
more complicated meta and reward system to keep the longer-term user 
retention as high as a mid-core game. Higher retention reduces user acquisition 
and activation costs, while longer lifetime takes full advantage of more complex 
monetization models. Several mobile games (Homescapes, Gardenscapes, 
Word Villas, and Archero) have used such a combination, and it has probably 
been the key factor in their outstanding success.

Joyixir has chosen this strategy to improve the performance of its games. 
Captain Starla, is a pilot on this type of combination, it uses a hyper-casual 
space shooter mechanic in conjunction with Action Role Playing Game (ARPG) 
meta. Spaceships automatically shoot; all the user needs to do is dodging. 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2. Organizational Perspective
The game industry has been growing fast during the last years. In Global Game 
Market Report by NewZoo, the sector is predicted to have around 19% of growth 
in the next two years, reaching $196B in revenue. The share of mobile games in 
this market is growing as well, having an estimate of 41% in 2022.

To take advantage of this rapidly growing market, Joyixir follows a three-year 
strategy to bring at least two games to the United States top charts of AppStore 
and GooglePlay Store. Having games in the top chart will guarantee the income 
needed for the next steps of scaling. The following sections describe the strategy 
for developing games of sufficient quality to hit such high targets.

2.1. Structure
From the experience the studio gained during the last years, it has reached a 
structure for organizing parallel game development with minimal overhead. 
Sections of this structure are depicted below: 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The most valuable assets of Joyixir are the team and the culture it has. Although 
strong, a deep culture is fragile, and organizations need to take the utmost care 
of it. That is the basis of human resource and recruitment work in the studio. The 
HR team is an active section always searching for caveats and improvement 
opportunities to keep team interaction and performance at its highest level.

Develop section does the core of game development. In tight cooperation with 
Public Relations and Marketing teams, they develop marketable and high-quality 
games.

2.2. Product Development
The marketing team continuously does market research to identify trends, future 
trends, and different opportunities the studio can take. From this process, the 
team always has a list of high potential games to develop.

The lifecycle of a product starts from brainstorming and discussion sessions 
marketing and development teams hold. When they find a feasible and 
marketable game that they are excited about, the development team starts to 
develop a prototype which usually takes around 2 or 3 months, depending on the 
size of the game. When the game reaches a prototype, the marketing team does 
a soft-launch to study several metrics on it. At this phase, they do a low cost and 
minimal user acquisition and measure KPIs like Cost Per Install (CPI), Retention 
(Usually Day 1, 7, and 14), Session Length, Stickiness, and in-app purchase 
conversion rate.

Having these data helps the marketing team to predict if the game is going to be 
successful. If they conclude it does not worth the risk and putting effort on, the 
project ends, and the team starts over from the selection step. Otherwise, they 
focus on the project, and involve other people if needed and follow a product 
development loop: Design, Develop, Feedback.

At this stage, the studio tries to have fast feedback and improvement cycles and 
keeps tracking Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV) until the marketing team reaches 
desired KPIs. When they reach promising statistics and a stable game, the game 
needs less development power and more user acquisition and marketing 
investment. Then, the marketing team focuses on user acquisition and reinvests 
most of the revenue to grow the game fast. When the game reaches its 
maximum number of users, acquisition costs start to increase, which indicates 
the end of the growth phase. Then the focus changes from user acquisition to 
optimizing monetization. That is when the studio profits from the game, 
reinvesting only 10 or 20 percent on marketing.
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2.3. Recruitment and Training
Building up a team and scaling it are the most difficult tasks startups have to do. 
To keep up with the increase in the scale of the projects, Joyixir continuously 
looks for new people to add to the team. Complying with the culture of the studio 
is vital for anyone who joins, while technical abilities can quickly be gained and 
grown. So, everyone the studio admits should have sufficient compliance with 
the culture, be avid team-worker, and community builder while technical 
knowledge has the least importance. For those who are joining the team but 
have less technical skills, the studio offers training. It provides a roadmap to be 
followed on a learn by doing step. This roadmap has been developed from the 
very beginning of the studio. In fact, the purpose of this period is to support most 
prominent people from the aspect of motivation, teamwork, and culture to 
“reclaim their creative confidence*” by guiding them to pick steps of the right size 
in their journey toward turning into a proficient person. The roadmap starts with 
the essential skills of programming and art and continues through game 
development and lean product development. The whole process takes around 
nine months for an absolute beginner.

* Kelley, Tom, and David Kelley. "Reclaim your creative confidence." Harvard business review 
90.12 (2012): 115-8.

2.4. Game as a Service
Success in game design is more a matter of knowing people rather than games. 
Best games know very well about when and how to thrill users by a reward or 
face them with a challenge. The games make the feeling of excitement, 
progress, and satisfaction for the user while keeping them away from getting 
bored and predicting the game patterns. There are reports* that show a robust 
relation between player retention and using the right times for letting them win or 
make them lose, and the correct times to let them play or prevent them from 
playing. Top publishers and top developers have promising patterns for engaging 
the user through powerful techniques, and some have separated this concept 
from the games so that they can use it across games.

A long term project in Joyixir is to develop an engagement controller as a 
service, aside from the games it attaches to, which understands the users 
individually and tunes games for each of them. Such a service requires the 
abstraction of game reward systems among machine learning and artificial 
intelligence techniques, but its outcome has proven to be purely and highly 
valuable as it can convert games that do not work to games that work with little 
effort. It also speeds up the development process since it provides a large 
section of development off the shelf.

* Dana Smith. "This is what Candy Crush Saga does to your brain.” The Guardian (2014)
Zen Rhino. "Engagement Curves.” Engagement Theory, www.zenrhino.org/theory/curves 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3. Scaling
Joyixir has performed well in the local market of Iran and has had several 
valuable experiments in the global market. So, it is ready to step into the 
worldwide market. Therefore, relocating is crucial for the studio to avoid working 
under sanctions imposed globally against Iran.

3.1. Current Revenue in Local Market
Revenue of the studio from its most profitable game, World of Words, is shown in 
the chart below. It starts from when the game was in soft-launch. Android and 
iOS versions were launched in September 2018 and October 2018, respectively. 
Since the studio is in Iran, it could not publish the game on AppStore; instead, it 
used enterprise license to release it. The drop in the revenue, marked by the red 
arrow, is when Apple canceled many enterprise licenses, and the studio lost 
around 170K iOS users. It took until August 2019 to re-publish the game through 
someone outside of Iran on the AppStore. The game has excellent performance 
indices listed in the next page.

3.2. Expected Revenue in the Global Market
World of Words has performed far better than average successful games in the 
local market. Having a game like it in the portfolio, the studio is arguably adept in 
optimizing games. Therefore, standard metrics in the global market are 
confidently achievable. To adapt the game to the local economy, prices in World 
of Words are localized with a rate of 1 USD to 10,000 IRR (equal to around 0.07 
USD). However, experiments the studio has done in different markets show no 
need to price localization in most of the markets (except currency conversion). 
So, for launching in the global market, Average Revenue per User should be 
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considered with un-localized prices, which makes a considerable difference in 
revenue.

In the following tables, KPIs from World of Words are listed among those we 
used for projection which are commonly considered for a normal successful 
game. Please note that numbers from World of Words show a much higher 
performance which indicates conservative choices in assumption of KPIs for our 
projection.

World of Words KPIs

Paying User/Active User Ratio 3.3%

Repeat Purchase Rate 20%

Ad Revenue/In-app Purchase Revenue Ratio 30%

Share of Type 1 Users 50%

Share of Type 2 Users 45%

Share of Type 3 Users 5%

Average Revenue per User Type 1 IRR 20,000

Average Revenue per User Type 2 IRR 50,000

Average Revenue per User Type 3 IRR 800,000

Assumed KPIs for Projection

Paying User/Active User Ratio 1%

Repeat Purchase Rate 20%

Ad Revenue/In-app Purchase Revenue Ratio 30%

Share of Type 1 Users 50%

Share of Type 2 Users 45%

Share of Type 3 Users 5%

Average Revenue per User Type 1 $ 1

Average Revenue per User Type 2 $ 3

Average Revenue per User Type 3 $ 50
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The following chart shows the prediction of monthly cash flow the studio is 
expected to have after the relocation, using assumptions in the previous page: 

From the above forecast, it can be concluded that the break-even point would 
be 13 months after relocating the studio. The following table shows a 
summary of total expenses before the break-even point: 

  A detailed financial projection is attached to the document.

Expenses

Human Resource $416,000 13 Months for 16 people

G&A $39,000

Equipment $40,000 Hardware & Software

Marketing $100,000

Total $595,000
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